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— I. INTBODOCTION
A. NATOBE OF THE PRGELEM
Each of the 26 contracting activities we visited
displayed similar problems that. coupled with those
disclosed in other audit agencies' reports, demonstrate
(1) a wide spread pattern of contract formation and
administration problems that cannot be considered as
isolated to a few activities or contracts and (2) a need
for management to aqgressively bring about
improvements.... [Ref. l:pg. 26]
This was the conclusion that the General Accounting
Office reported from its July 1982 through June 1983 review
of the contracting functions being performed by the Naval
Facilities Engineerirg Command (NAVFAC) . In the latter part
of 1984, a Procurement Management Review (PMR) team from the
Naval Material Command (NAVMAT) reported similar findings.
The PME Team found the NAVFAC procurement organization
unlike the procurement organizations of the other major
Navy buying commands.... NAVFAC... has placed little
emphasis on the development of a highly skilled staff of
contract professionals. The appointment of individuals,
both military and civilian, to positions where they
exercise contracting officer authority but do not meet
the qualification standards for such appointment as set
forth in FAR 1-60 3 tends to diminish the effectiveness
of the EFD contracts division. [Ref. 2]
The General Accounting Office statement appears to be a
declaration of failure by NAVFAC to organizationally manage
its contracting responsibilities; and the NAVMAT PMR team
finding guestions the contracting officer appointment
criteria used by NAVFAC. The implications of these findings
are that grave deficiencies exist in the contracting organi-
zations and in the qualifications of the individuals who
execute the contracting responsibility for NAVFAC. This
research concentrates upon the responsibilities and knowl-
edge required of the latter area of qualifications.
Defense of the NAVFAC organization is in first crder to
assure the reader that general mismanagement is not the
conclusion which was meant to be drawn. Rather, it is that
the managers within NAVFAC need to focus more attention to
this area if the perceived problems are to be corrected.
The NAVFAC contracting organization might be described as a
system which maintains only sufficient procurement authority
at the Headguarter ' s level to allow it to become involved
when a significant problem arises: what many management
theorists refer to as "management by exception". The execu-
tion and routine activities take place in the "field" where
developing managers are in positions of learning-by-doing,
under the tutelage of an area contracting official. This
was and continues to be consistent with NAVFAC* s management
philosophy of centralized control and decentralized execu-
tion. Management practices are reviewed with the intent to
minimize micromanagement activity and to pass as much
autonomy into the field units and activities as is permitted
by statute and regulation. Such philosophy is exemplified
in the following statement by the Commander, Naval
Facilities Engineering Command, in his open letter to the
Command en management guidance.
(On the subject of construction contracting decentrali-
zation). We must continue our efforts to decentralize
management control of the contract administration and
construction management effort to OICCs and ROICCs. I
want as much authority at the construction site as is
Before the late 1970's, when the majority of contract
actions related prinarily to architect-engineer services and
construction, the contracting activities in the NAVFAC
system worked directly for the facilities acquisition (or,
new construction) organization. However, with the coming of
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the 1980s and with an aging, world-wide physical plant,
NAVFAC has realized a greater contracting workload in the
facility repair and rehabilitation responsibility.
Maintenance and facilities support contracting (contracted
efforts for continual maintenance and repair services) began
to grow at substantial rates, as shown in Figure 1.1 below.
This growth was driven primarily by the increased emphasis
given the implementation of the Office of Management and
Budget Circular A-76, which directs the studies and cost-
compariscns of Government- versus contractor-performed
activities of a commercial/industrial nature (such as main-
tenance and repair of buildings and grounds) . Implementation
saw labor resources convert from in-house, "blue-cellar"
workforces to contracted functions and to "white-collar"
contract administrators. Also during this same time period,
new construction gained significance. As a result of
facility replacement requirements coming due and a
Congressional body willing to fund the backlog, new
construction projects increased. All of this activity
provided sudden, increased loading on the field contracting
activities.
Field staffing new became increasingly important. With
this added volume of contracting activity, NAVFAC found
itself initially labor-limited by an inability to hire
civilian employees cr to recruit or commission military
personnel to oversee the contracting functions. The manning
solution was to contract for these administrative support
positions. Of course this action placed an even greater
burden on an already strained contracting system. Also,
along with increased contract involvements and actions,
field activities pressed NAVFAC to relinquish even greater




















Figure 1.1 Value of Maintenance Contract Awards
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The ability to actually hire knowledgeable people into
its contracting activities and then to train the individuals
in the specialty areas in which NAVFAC procures have become
the recent and the most urgent issues for NAVFAC. As stated
in its own internal survey, l NAVFAC recognized its failings
and reported:
NAVFAC is an engineering organization which tends to
give preference to engineering positions....
The Ccnmand needs to establish an aggressive program for
the development of personnel qualified to carry out our
procurement program. This should include:
1. The establishment of a career development program
for FAC 2 procurement personnel.
2. The establishment of a FAC oriented procurement
training prcgram.
3. Employment of personnel possessing critical
procurement skills such as business management,
accounting, and economics.
4. Rotating personnel in EFD and ROICC assignments
to develop in-depth understanding of procurement
requirements and techniques.
It is with these stated problems then, that this
research work is concerned. A rigor and some definitive
standards are to be sought which will aid the development of
a procedure to be followed for the placement of "qualified"
personnel into NAVFAC's contracting positions.
B. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
The objectives desired from this study follow:
1. To examine the feasibility of establishing standards
of experience, training, and education for the
contracting officer community of the Naval Facilities
l & field activity survey was initiated by NAVFAC
Headquarters Contracts Division (Code 02) to review
contracting organizations and performances; the survey was
concluded by March of 1984.
2 FAC is a shortened version of the acronym NAVFAC.
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Engineering Ccnmand.
2. To support the premise that there exists a need for
maintenance training as individuals enter and exit
the contracting functions.
3. To assess the need of professional certification for
the Government acquisition community.
C. METHODOLOGY OF TBE RESEABCH
The research data collection methods and techniques
utilized to answer the research questions include: identifi-
cation and examination of the pertinent literature; inter-
views of the persons responsible for contracting; and
interviews of the persons resposible for training and educa-
tion. The interviews are expected to direct the research
effort and to raise any additional questions not covered by
the basic research questions. The basic research questions
are included in the last appendix, Appendix G, for reference
of the reader.
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II. B ACKGHOOHD AND DISCUSSION
A. FEDERAL ACQOISITICH REGULATIONS AS BASELINE KNOWLEDGE
The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) , issued jointly
by the Department of Defense (DoD) , the General Services
Administration (GSA) and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) , is the primary regulation with Mhich
all Federal Executive agencies must comply in their acquisi-
tion cf supplies and services with appropriated funds. The
FAR was implemented 1 April 1984 as a simplified,
Government-wide acquisition regulation containing common
policies, procedures, contract clauses, and forms required
for the iaplementaticn and execution of Federal laws. The
FAR, together with agency supplemental regulations, replaces
previously- issued individual regulations originated by the
separate agencies (such as the Defense Acquisition
Regulation) . It expressly precludes agency regulatiors which
unnecessarily repeat, paraphrase or otherwise restate the
FAR. It limits any supplemental regulations to only those
necessary to implement the FAR policies and procedures
within an agency or to meet the unique needs of the agency
which are not covered in the FAR.
The DoD FAR Supplement is the Defense agency's imple-
menting regulation which contains direction for DoD
contracting personnel with respect to: 1) . the provisions,
clauses and cost principles authorized for DoD contracts,
and, 2) . other procedures and actions that must be followed
in awarding and administering DoD contracts.
Together, the FAB and DoD FAR Supplement (collectively
to be referred as the FAR) establish the baseline of knowl-
edge which is required for all contracting officers who have
15
teen appointed or warranted by the Naval Facilities
Engineering Command (NAVFAC) . It therefore becomes necessary
to pursue what, FAR requires for knowledge before reviewing
any specific requirements of the Navy and of NAVFAC.
The general authority and responsibility to contract are
vested in the agency head. In the case concerning this
research effort, this is the Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Shipbuilding and Logistics) (ASN(SSL)). The agency head
may establish contracting activities and delegate to heads
cf such contracting activities broad authority to manage the
agency's contracting functions, including the responsibility
to select and appoint additional contracting officers. The
contracting activities below the level of ASN(SSL) concen-
trated upon in this study include Headquarters, Naval
Material Command (NAVMAT) 3 and one of its subordinate
commands, the Naval Facilities Engineering Command.
£Ref . 4: part 2. 1 ]
Contracts may be entered into on behalf of the
Government by contracting officers. It is only these
contracting officers who solely have the authority to sign,
administer, or terminate contracts and to make related
deterninations and findings. As such, FAR requires that
contracting officers are to receive clear and written
instructions regarding the limits of their authority from
the appointing authority, and that their contracting limits
shall be readily available to the public and to all agency
personnel. Ultimately, it becomes their responsibility for
ensuring performance of all necessary, effective contracting
actions; for ensuring contractor compliance with terms and
conditions of the contract; and for safeguarding the inter-
ests of the United States in the contractual relationship.
3 As of 6 May 1985, the Navy Secretary has disestablished
NAVMAT, raising NAVFAC to an Echelon Two command, reporting
to the offices of the Chief of Naval Operations JCNO) and to
the Assistant Secretary of Navy (Shipbuilding & logistics).
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Specifically, the contracting officer shall:
1. Ensure that all clearances and approvals have been
accomplished and that sufficient funds are available
for obligation;
2. Ensure that all contractors receive impartial, fair
and equitable treatment; and
3. Eeguest and consider the advice of specialists in
audit, law, engineering, transportation and/or other
fields, as nay be appropriate. [Ref- 5: part
1.602-2]
There are many disciplines of professional behavior
evident in the above FAR performance responsibilities. The
experience, training and formal education standards that are
proposed in this study seek to enhance the capabilities of
the contracting officer to discharge those responsibilities.
Generally stated, the contracting officer must function in a
business-like environment; must act responsibly in financial
matters; must behave professionally and fairly with all
parties involved; and must be able to effectively manage
personnel resources in the specialized fields which may be
called upon in executing contract actions. As an authorized
agent of the Government, the contracting officer will be
required to make independent and objective business judg-
ments for the Government.
The EAR then continues to cite some generalized selec-
tion, appointment and termination criteria. These criteria
are in the form of recommendations to all appointing offi-
cials, who are the heads of contracting activities, for
placing contracting officers within their activities.
1. Selection Basis:
a) The complexity and dollar value of acquisitions to
be assigned.
b) The individuals experience in Government
contracting and administration, or commercial
purchasing cr related fields.
17






d) The individual's knowledge of acquisition policies
and procedcres.
e) The specialized knowledge in the particular
assigned field of contracting.
f) The individual's satisfactory completion of acqui-
sition training courses.
2. Appointment: Contracting officers shall be appointed
in writing en a "Certificate of Appoiitment,
"
Standard Form (SF) 1402 (Figure 2.1), which shall
state any limitations on the scope of authority to be
exercised, other than limitations contained in appli-
cable laws and regulations.
3. Termination: Contracting officers will be terminated
ty letter, urless the Certificate of Appoiitment
contains other provisions for automatic termination.
Terminations may be for such reasons as reassignment,
termination of employment or unsatisfactory perform-
ance. [Bef. 5: parts 1.603-2, -3, -4]
A knowledge baseline may now be drawn from the perform-
ance responsibilities and the general contracting officer
selection criteria recommendations of the FAR. These are
exhibited in Table I below. For a more comprehensive expla-
nation of the FAR-imposed requirements for contracting offi-




































Knowledge-Baseline Model of the Contracting Officer
Federal Acqaisiticn Regulation (FAR) recommendations
I. EXPERIENCE (inclusive of related fields)




II. TRAINING/EEUCATION (incl. of related fields)








b. Acquisition policies & procedures
(1) A general knowledge
B. 1CHA: ANOTHER VIES
1 . Associatio ns
Within the developing communities of private and
public contracting, there exist associations of individuals
who are attempting to place a more professional emphasis in
these career fields. Many of these associations have had
significant impact upon those who work in the acquisition
environment. These associations have set established stan-
dards of education, training, and experience while others
have continued into requirements for the successful comple-
tion of an examinaticn in order to gain a certification. The
certification is used as recognition of attaining a certain
professional level. Among the associations sponsoring such
programs in acquisition contracting are:
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* American Production and Inventory Control
Society (APICS)
* American Society for Quality Control
(ASQC)
* American Society for Traffic and
Transportation (ASTT)
* National Association of Purchasing
Management (NAPM)
* National Contract Management Association
(NCMA)
* National Institute of Governmental
Purchasing (NIGP)
* National Property Management Association
(NPMA)
* Society of Logistics Engineers (SOLE)
One association in particular has placed major
emphasis in the contract management career field and has
continued to pursue professional recognition. This is the
National Contract Management Association (NCMA) of McLean,
Virginia.
NCMA is made up primarily of those who work in or
around contracts and procurements and includes: academi-
cians, federal contract specialists, federal contract
managers, federal program/project managers, their private
industry counterparts and lawyers. The association has
developed a certification program to acknowledge those who
have exhibited and continue to demonstrate a combination of
education/training, experience, and knowledge about their
career field. The program has also been adopted by the Air
Force Institute of Technology, School of Systems and
Logistics, to recognize DoD military and civilian employees
who are the practicing journeyman and supervisors in
contracting, production, contract administration, and
related fields.
21
2. Criteri a for Professional Certif ication
The certification program offered by NCMA dealing
with the level of knowledge expected of a contracting
officer is called the Certified Professional Contract
Manager, or CPCM. The program consists of verification of
individual qualifications, an examination, and, upon certif-
ication, continued practice in the field (a re-certification
process is maintained to assure individual currency)
.
Initially, the applicant must demonstrate the general knowl-
edge he/she has acguired through experience and the level of
formal education and training he/she has attained prior to
heing allowed to proceed with the examination step. The
verification step must reflect the following:
a) Experience - A minimum of two years of performing
contracting, procurement or purchasing operations.
b) Training/education - a bachelor degree or equiva-
lent formal eduation and a specified number of
training courses from fields of;
i) General procurement and contracting, inclusive
of commercial purchasing and state and local
government purchasing;
ii) Legal aspects of procurement;
iii) Financial management (finance/economics/
accounting) ;
iv) Production management (as related to procure-
ment) ; and
v) Logistics management (also, as related to
proccrement)
.
In developing the knowledge requirements of the
NAVFAC contracting officer, the NCMA requirements for
contract manager certification can be contrasted with that
of the FAR, as shown in Table II . As demonstrated by the
use of the "and"s and "or"s, the NCMA CPCM certification
22
program presents a much more rigorous and thorough require-
ment. Yet a good correlation of criteria remains between
the FAB and the NCMA CPCM program. A more comprehensive




Knowledge Required in NCMA CPCM
I. EXPERIENCE {inclusive of related fields)
EAR NCMA








II . TRAINING/EDUCATION (inclusive of related fields)
EAR NCMA
a. Education and/or speci al training in:















b. Acquisition policies S procedures:
(1) General knowledge (1) General knowledge
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C. NAVMAT CRITERIA PCR CAREER DEVELOPMENT
The sole directive which had been issued by the Naval
Material Command (NAVMAT) dealing with career development of
the Navy's contracting officers was its Instruction 1543. 2C
[Ref. 6]. The instruction provides for the Navy's compre-
hensive program for establishing and developing the Navy
Acquisition Contracting Officers (NACOs) for future assign-
ment to middle and senior grade contracting management
billets. Officers are nominated to the program by the Naval
Supply Systems Command (NAVSDP) Headquarters and all billets
are centrally established at the Navy Fleet Material Support
Office (FMSO) at Mechanicsburg , Pennsylvania. Those officers
nominated report by orders to FMSO but actually perform duty
at separate activities having acquisition and contracting
responsibilities. Such additional duty activities include
NAVSDP and other NAVMAT Systems Command Headquarters (Naval
Sea Systems Command, Naval Air Systems Command, etc.), with
the exception of the the Naval Facilities Engineering
Command (NAVFAC)
.
The thrust of the program is to place responsibility on
senior reporting officials to oversee the NACO's profes-
sional development: ensuring growth of the individual as an
acquisition contracting manager and as a Supply Corps
officer. NAVFAC does not participate in the program since
its contracting officers are Civil Engineer Corps officers
or senior civilian employees who are not directly linked to
the Supply Corps, These are facilities engineers who are
involved in all of the tasks related to acquiring new facil-
ities and to continuing technical responsibility through the
life cycle of the facility (operating, maintaining and
repairing) , inclusive of disposal and/or demolition and
programmed replacement, if appropriate.
2U
However, the NACC program does offer another model on
experience and training of the contracting officers which
may he used as an analogy for building a NAVFAC model when
no other NAVMAT direction exists. The purpose of the program
is to provide the individual the opportunity to learn the
acquisition contracting system through contract participa-
tion and through required training. Each NACO has the oppor-
tunity tc progress to a fully qualified, journeyman contract
specialist and to develop contract management expertise.
This exposure includes contract policy, planning, manage-
ment, negotiation and administration in as many different
contractual methods, contract types and commodity types as
would be possible. It is expected that assignments should be
progressively more complex and difficult.
Typically, assigncents may begin with a brief introduc-
tion to acquisitions under $10,000* and progresses
quickly to formally advertised 5 contracting, then
research and development, large dollar component buys,
and system acquisition contract negotiations [Ref. 6:
encl. 12) ].
Every NACO is required to complete training courses
during his/her duty assignment which will enhance
contracting expertise, all as part of the program. The
courses and their recommended sequence of completion are
structured and closely parallel the DoD civilian training
plan for advancement in the contract management career field
specified in the Office of Personnel Management (OFM)
The $10,00Q-level in procurement is the upper bound
within the "small purchase" classification which does not
require a synopsis in the Commerce Business Daily - a dailyjournal prepared by the Department of Commerce which summa-
rizes all Government contract actions greater than, or
anticipated to be greater than, $10,000.
5 Dnder the Armed Services Procurement Act of 1947 (P.L.
84-1028/10 D.S.C., Sections 2301 - 2314) as amended by the
Competition in Contracting Act of 1984 (Title VII of the
Spending Eeduction and Deficit Reduction Acts of 1984) , the
use of the term "Formally Advertised" has been dropped in
favor of the new term of "Sealed Bid".
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Handbook X-118, DoD Manual 1430. 10-M-1, and the Defense
Management Education and Training (DMET) Catalog. Reference
to Appendix -C offers a review of the more definitive
training and developnent plan for the civilian Contract
Specialist (Contract Administration) series (GS-1102). The
NACO courses which are required for program completion are
listed below.
1. Management of Defense Acquisition Contr acts. DMET
8D-4320 (JT) ; four weeks in length; content: provides
a detailed study of contracting procedures as
prescribed by statutes, FAR, DoD FAR Supplement, and
other directives which govern DoD acquisition.
2- Defense Cost and Pric e Analys is. DMET PN (JT) ; two
weeks in length; content: an introduction intc the
pricing of DoE contracts, including the tools and
techniques available to the pricer for cost estima-
tion, cost analysis, projection techniques, factors
affecting profit or fee, and the weighted guidelines
techniques of profit analysis.
- or -
Principles of Contract Pricing. DMET QMT 170 (JT)
;
three weeks in length; content: estimation cf the
environment in which cost and price analysis takes
place, sources of data for cost and price analysis,
methods for analyzing direct and indirect costs,
performance of profit analysis, and discussion of
selected, current pricing topics.
3- Busines s Reso urces Management. sponsored by NA7MAT;
four weeks in length; content: conducted by NAVMAT
Cede 01M2 6 and offers an overview of the economic
environment of Defense contracting.
6 The responsibility for the presentation of this course
is expected to be assumed by the Naval Office of Acquisition
Support, in the offices of ASN (S&L)
.
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4- Government Contract law, DMET PPM 302 (JT) ; two weeks
in length; content: reviews basic legal principles
and sources of contract law, modifications, termina-
tions, remedies, interpretation of contract language,
award law, Government property, defective pricing
data, patent and data law, labor law, law involving
the flow of contract monies, and studies the rulings
of courts and boards, stressing the contractor and
Government interface.
Course substitution of the above courses may be possible
with graduate-level courses offered in advanced d€gree
college curricula in which the courses are directed specifi-
cally at U.S. Government acquisition contracting. Such a
substitution of a reguired course can only be approved by
NAVMAT.
In addition to the above mandatory courses, certain
optional courses are also recommended to enhance learning
and expertise in the contracting field. These include:
1« Advance d Contract Administration . DMET PPM 304 (JT)
,
thirteen class days in length;
2. Management of Defe nse Acquisition Contracts
(Advanced ) , DMET 8D-F12 (JT) , fourteen class days in
length;
3- Introductor y Quantitative Analysi s, DMET QMT 34 5
(JT) , four weeks in length;
**• Defense Acquisition and Contracting Executive
Seminar , DMET EH (JT) , one week in length;
5- Civilian Personnel Management Orientation for Offi cer
Personnel , sponsored by the Navy Civilian Personnel
Command, two class days in length;
6- Defense Contracting and Subcontracting with Small and
Disa dvantag ed Eusiness Concerns, DMET S3 (JT) , two
days in length;
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7. Defense Fundamentals of Incentive Contra cting, DMET
FI (JT) , one week in length;
8- Direct=jCost Analysis Seminar, sponsored by Naval
Electronic Systems Command, 7 one week, in length.
Documentation of the NACO's progress occurs primarily in
three phases:
1. The Individual Development Plan (IDP)
,
2. Six-month progress reports by the NACO, and
3. Completion certificate.
The IDP must be submitted by the activity within 30 days of
the NACO's reporting date for approval by NAVMAT. 8 Then, in
his/her two year assignment, each NACO is required to submit
an informal, progress report to NAVMAT at six-month inter-
vals. The reports are to discuss actual development versus
the IDP, to report course completions and to offer any
suggestions or reccmmendations for program improvement.
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 [Bef. 6: end. (3)] are used by the NACO
to report progress fcr these six-month reports. At the
conclusion of the NACO*s program, NAVMAT will award a
certificate of completion to the individual. A copy of this
certificate is then forwarded by NAVMAT to the Naval
Military Personnel Command for entry into the officer*
s
official personnel folder.
D. NAVFAC COICEBN WITH TRAINING, EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE
The Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) is
mission-charged to tuild and maintain the Naval Shore
Establishment. In this capacity, NAVFAC holds
7 0nder the reorganization plan configured after the
disestablishment of NAVMAT (May 1985), the Naval Electronic
Systems Command was given increased authority and renamed
the Naval Space and warfare Systems Command.
Whenever NAVMAT is listed as the action addressee, it
is anticipated that the Naval Office of Acquisition Support
in ASN(SEt) will be assuming action responsibility now that
NAVMAI has been disestablished.
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Navy Acquisition Contracting Officer Carper Development Program
Fact Shee t and Sn-Month Report Form
Rank Name Designator ADDU Activity Year Group





Mandatory Courses Scheduled Completed
1. Management of Defense Acquisition Contracts
8D-4320 (JT)
2. Defense Cost and Price Analysis PN (JT)
or
Principles of Contract Pricing QMT 170 (JT)
Note: This course should be completed prior
to Business Resources Management.
3. Business Resources Management, CNM sponsored
(not DUET)
4. Government Contract Law PPM 302 (JT)
Recommended Option a l Courses
1. Advanced Contract Administration PPM 304 (JT)
2. Management of Defense Acquisition Contracts
(Advanced) 8D-F12 (JT)
3. Introductory Quantitative Analysis QMT 345 (JT)
4. Defense Acquisition and Contracting Executive
Seminar ER ( JT
)
Figure 2.2 HACO Report Form - page 1
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5. Civilian Personnel Management Orientation for
Officer Personnel; Navy sponsored (not OMET)
6. Defense Contracting & Subcontracting with Small [R
1
' and Disadvantaged Business Concerns SB (JT)
7. Defense Fundamentals of Incentive Contracting [R
)
FI (JT1
8. Oirect-Cost Analysis Seminar; NAVEIEX Sponsored
(not DMET)
9. Navy Department Planning and Management Systems (A)
(NV)(Uashington, O.C. area only)
1. Briefly describe your developmental job assi gnment (s ) to
date (indicate number of months in each) and anticipated future
developmental job assignment(s) .
2. On initial progress report, indicate your home address.
This is necessarv to expedite your receipt of training materials for (A)
the Business Resource Management course.
3. Provide other comments as desired, including suggestions to
improve the NACO program.




Mail to: NACO Program Sponsor Liaison Officer
Headquarters Naval Material Command (MAT 08C1)
Washington, D.C. 20360
Figure 2. 3 NACO Keport Form - page 2
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responsibility and authority to perform the planning, devel-
opment, design, construction, modification, alteration,
repair and the. maintenance for public works and public util-
ities of all shore activities and also to procure construc-
tion, transportation and weight-handling eguipment. This
mission responsibility requires a substantial involvement in
the federal-to-private sector contracting process.
Eecently, NAVFAC has been required to review its
contracting process and to better organize along the guide-
lines contained in the FAB. A particular area of concern is
the use cf warrants to appoint NAVFAC Contracting Officers.
Prior to February 1985, NAVFAC did not use a warranting
procedure, electing rather to hold the title of "contracting
officer" only for the position of Commander, Naval
Facilities Engineering Command. All subordinate officers/
officials who were redelegated part of this total authority
acted and signed:
"For Ccmmander, Naval Facilities Engineering Command,
Contracting Officer. [Ref. 7: part 1-401] "
NAVIAC's Engineering Field Division (EFD)
Commanders/Commanding Officers are all designated "Officers
in Charge of Construction" and "Officers in Charge", or
OICCs and OICs, respectively. Contractually, the OICC repre-
sents the Commander, NAVFAC, in the administration of
construction contracts and supervises civil works 9 contracts
for other commands and offices of the Navy Department. The
OICC/CIC holds the delegated authority in NAVFAC to
authorize and administer the contracts technically assigned
9 In the U.S. Navy, civil works is defined as construc-
tion performed by a contractor at a privately-operated
activity or facility which is owned by the Government or
which is utilizing Federally-appropriated construction
funds.
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to NAVFAC's mission responsibilities as delineated in its
contracting manual £Bef. 7].
Civil Engineer Corps officers assigned as Public Works
Officers normally can anticipate additional duty orders
directing them to report, by letter, to the geographical EFD
Commander/Commanding Officer for duty as an OICC/OIC. The
EFD Commander may then delegate contractual authority, still
only as "For Commander, .... (NAVFAC) ", stipulating in an
assignment letter the type and extent of the reporting offi-
cer's authority. Every OICC/OIC is, in turn, required to
designate one other individual, with the concurrence of the
EFD Commander, to be the assistant OICC/OIC. The purpose of
such action is to ensure that a responsible individual is
always available for the performance of the contract func-
tions. The OICC/OIC authority normally includes the
following functions;
1. Preparation, award, and supervision of the contracted
effort, including the preparation of the drawings and
specifications;
2. Issuance of tie invitations for bids;
3. Opening of the bids;
4. Issuance of notices of award;
5. Execution of contracts, change orders, and other
contractual instruments;
6. Negotiation of change orders; and
7. Selection of contracts and fee negotiations for
authorized negotiated contracts. [Ref. 7: parts
1-402, 1-403]
NAVFAC delegated its contracting authority based usually
upon seniority and the position an individual filled.
Generally, this individual held a degree in engineering or
in architecture and often held professional 'status as a
"Professional Engineer" or "Registered Architect". Whenever
possible, contract administration training was offered the
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individual through the Naval School, Civil Engineer Corps
Officers (CECOS) . CECOS offers specialized training at both
its physical _site in Port Hueneme, California, and its
offerings at differing locations sited by a sponsoring
command. The offered training courses are shown below.
1
.
Cons truction Contract Administration and Managemen t
(CANTRAC No. A-4A-0032) ; two weeks in length;
content: intended as an entry level of study for
active and inactive, regular and reserve Civil
Engineer Corps officers and DoD civilian employees
(GS-5 and above) assigned to OICC offices and/cr to
these offices having administration authority only,
called "EesideEt" OICC or BOICCs.
2. Construction Contract Modifications (CANTE AC No.
A-4A-0023) ; one week in length; content: intended for
construction contract procurement personnel whe are
above the entry level in terms of experience,
training, and authority. .. it is primarily for key
OICC/ROICC office personnel, contract specialists,
project engineers and managers, service contract
managers, and others concerned with change in
construction contracts.
3- Design Contra ct Managemen t; three days in length;
content: intended for regular and reserve Civil
Engineer Corps officers and DoD civilian employees
(GS-5 and above) who are involved in architect-
engineer slating, selection, and negotiation commit-
tees... personnel designated as engineers in charge of
design contracts and contract specialists directly
involved in architect-engineer services procurement.
*• F acilities Support Contracting (CANTHAC No.
A-4A-0045) ; one week in length; content: intended as
an entry level of study for active and inactive,
regular and reserve Civil Engineer Corps officers and
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JDoD civilian employees (GS-5 and above) who are
involved with facilities support contracts.
NAVJAC routinely sends their junior officers to one or
more of the CECOS courses prior to reporting for duty at
their Dew, permanent duty stations. Civilian employees also
attend, but their priority is second to that of the CEC
officer.
NAVFAC established their Executive Institute in 1977 to
fill a void of management training above the entry level.
The courses are directed to senior civilian managers and
mid-grade (lieutenant Commanders, or 0-4) and senior offi-
cers. The courses are intended to provide a knowledge of
contemporary management theory and an understanding cf the
political, economic, and social environment in which the
NAVFAC manager must exercise leadership and decision-making
skills.
It is important to note that during this period (just
prior to 1985) there existed no required training or experi-
ence tours for the Civil Engineer Corps officer and the
NAVFAC civilian employee who was not in the career field of
contract specialist. "Availability" dictated training
course attendance: availability of the individual, avail-
ability of course quotas, and availability of funding. And
should cne of the preceding "availabilities" be absent, the
individual did not attend prior to reporting for duty. This
is not to say the system failed the individual, rather it is
a recognition of the limited resources which sometimes occur
in training.
E. TBE EHVIRONHENT IB OTHER NAVHAT SYSCOMS
The development of acquisition experience at the Systems
Commands within the Navy commences as within-organization
familiarization prior to assignment to contracting officer
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responsibilities. Introductory tours of duty are generally
assigned the individual for a three, six, or twelve month
period, Ihis allows the individual the opportunity to become
acquainted with the people and the structure of the organi-
zation.
While a knowledge of the FAR is required to function as
a contracting officer, knowledge of trends in products and
in the production processes of the concerned industries is
likewise felt to be important. By becoming involved with the
entire organization, the prospective contracting officer
becomes recognized as a working partner in the technical
aspects of contract planning and in the areas of quality and
guantity and timing of a procurement. Being more familiar
with the body of experts when ultimately placed in a
contracting position, the individual presumably has learned
to reduce response time in more efficiently engaging that
tody of expertise as the occasions arise.
The Systems Commands (Naval Sea, Naval Air, Naval
Electronic 10 and Naval Supply) are functionally organized
with the contracting function centered in their Code 02, or
Contracts Division/Department. Contracting officers coming
into these groups are detailed from the Supply Corps of the
Navy and are screened for prior experience and performance.
Their education and training is generally thorough and post-
graduate work or qualification under the NACO program is
considered significart in appointment to one of these
positions.
iQWhen the Navy Secretary disestablished NAVMAT in May
of 1965, the Naval Electronic Systems Command was renamed
the Naval Space and Warfare Systems Command.
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F. OTHEB DOO AND FEEERAL AGENCIES
Id addition to the Air Force which was mentioned as
having adopted the NCMA certification program, two other DoD
agencies and two non-EoD agencies were reviewed with respect
to their practices on assigning contracting officers. These
were the O.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA) , the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), and the General Services Agency
(GSA) , respectively.
Universally, DoD civilian contracting officers in the
GS-11XX series are given their authority in accordance with
jointly-developed OPM and DoD guidance, which is tied to
certain mandatory training courses, education, and/or satis-
factory performance. The member could be given contract
authority by an agency based upon the career level recommen-
dations 11 contained in the guidance starting at the GS-05
level paygrade, or "entry" level. 12 Career progression and
increased recommended authority continues into the "interme-
diate" level and ultimately into the the "senior" level,
GS-/GM-13 level and above. No administrative complexities
nor dollar-levels of authority have been established in
these grading levels: these are the responsibilities of the
heads of contracting activities. A more comprehensive
treatment of the GS-1102 series has been presented in
Appendix C. Outside the GS- 11XX series, no firm and manda-
tory courses apply. Still, the GS-11XX series offers a
comprehensive guide to the kinds of training courses
required or made optional.
1 lThe recommendations for holding contract authority do
not give any added weight to actual pay- level grading and
placement criteria used by OPM.
12"Entry" level is considered to be at the GS-05 through
GS-08 levels.
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Id the U.S. Any, contract procurement policies and
procedures are the responsibility of the Deputy for Materiel
Acquisition, -Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Research, Development, and Acquisition) . The general
policy of this office is tc allow the individual and
specialized contracting authorities within the Army to
establish their own qualifications in selecting and
appointing contracting officers. In the Army's Corps of
Engineers, which holds mission responsibilities in facili-
ties construction very similar to those of NAVFAC, military
contracting officers are required to have completed a 3-week
commanders course in management and contracting skills given
in Huntsville, Alabama. That appears to be the only real
difference in the two organizations. The Corps of
Engineers, like NAVEAC, has followed an assignment pclicy
which delegates contract authority based upon the area's
need and the position the individual filled; and authority
is usually delegated to the senior officer present.
The Defense logistics Agency (DLA) provides centralized
logistics support to all the DoD services. The agency's
activities are coordinated with the Joint Chiefs cf Staff
and it functions in three major areas of responsibility:
contracting and supply support, contract administration, and
logistics services. Its contracting officers are civilian
employees in the GS-1102 series and therefore follow OPM and
DoD guidance.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and the General Services Administration (GSA) both operate a
formalized contracting officer warranting program under NASA
Procurement Notice 81-32 and GSA Acquisition Regulations
System (subpart 501.600-70), respectively. Both programs are
similar in that they select and appoint contracting officers
only in those instances in which a valid organizational need
can be demonstrated. The major factors to be considered in
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assessing such a need include volume of actions, complexity
of work, and organizational structure.
Once the ITeed has been identified, the office supervisor
will nominate a contracting officer candidate. It then
becomes incumbent upon the candidate to prove his/her quali-
fications. The qualifications models of both agencies are
grouped together in Table III below to demonstrate involve-
ment by their contracting officer communities. The group
model reflects similar career levels and training require-
ments found in the DoD GS-1102 series of Appendix c.
Table I, Appendices B and C, the NACO Program, and Table
III can he used to form an analogy of existing programs and
procedures from which to develop a model of NAVFAC
contracting officer qualification standards.
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III. QOAlIf-ICATIONS OH BEOJJIREMENTS OF THE INDIVIDUAL
A. OBGAHIZATION OBJICTIYES
The contracting officer is only one of a number of the
individuals involved with the contract function at a
contracts office: he/she relies upon the experience,
training, and education of other members in the office in
order tc complete a contract requirement. In general
management terms, the successful operation of any group,
activity, or organization depends upon the process of plan-
ning, organizing, leading, and controlling the efforts of
the members [Ref. 8: pg. 8]. One of the simplest management
techniques to challenge each member is to establish a series
of stated goals and objectives for the organization.
Therefore, as the initial step taken to analyze appli-
cable contracting officer qualification standards for this
study, the contracting functional and organizational objec-
tives were researched to determine those which might be
considered common in a contracting environment. The objec-
tives which were fcund to be generally applicable to a
procuring or contracting operation include the following:
1. Tc support organization operations;
2. Tc buy competitively and wisely (this objective
includes two distinct considerations: keeping abreast
of the forces of supply and demand in an item market
and searching for better values that yield the best
combination of price, quality, and schedule)
;
3. To keep inventory investment losses (due to deterio-
ration, obsclesence, and theft) at a practical
minimum, whether they be associated with the buyer
(contracting officer) or the seller (contractor)
;
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4. To develop reliable, alternative sources of supply or
service;
5. To dev&lop good, continuing buyer-seller relation-
ships;
6. To achieve maximum integration with the organizations
or activities supported by the procurement function;
7. To train and develop highly competent personnel who
are motivated to make the procurement function
succeed;
8. To develop policies and procedures which permit
accomplishment of the preceding seven objectives at
the lowest, reasonable operating cost. [Ref. 9: pg.
15]
Having stated the contracting organization objectives,
the gualifications cr requirements of an individual to
organize, lead, and control such a function must now be
pursued. It is important to keep in mind that the many
difficulties which may arise in post-award contract perform-
ance may be symptomatic of larger contractual or procurement
problems in the pre- award phases. Poorly stated contractual
agreements have been found in several recent outside audits
to be directly associated with the inadequate qualifications
of the contracting officer and/or tne contracting staffs.
Awarded contracts in NAVFAC have been found to contain
significant errors associated with designs, need-
determinations, specifications, and pre-award evaluations
and reviews. [Eef. 1: pp. 7-12]
B. EXPERIENCE BEQUIBEHENTS
1 • Required b v. Law and/or Regulation or Directiv e
Experience is defined as the knowledge, skill, or
practice derived from direct observation of or participation
in events [Bef. 10: pg. 403 ]. It is considered in this
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study to be very significant: it is the application cf the
knowledge and skills learned through either self ^training or
some other training process. Repetitive application of
techniques in an actual working environment stimulate the
learning process by cementing the knowledge gained in a
training experience. Also, results of these actions taken or
of the decisions made are realized in the near term and can
be reviewed to self- evaluate one's performance.
Managers contemplating.. . decisions must be willing to
make them without guidance of decision rules, with
confidence in their own judgment, which will have been
seasoned by repeated analyses of similar questions
[Ref. 11: pg. 456].
As stated earlier. Federal law dealing with
purchasing and contracting is contained in the the FAR. A
review of the specific requirements of the FAR is necessary
to outline the "experience" factors for all contracting
officer responsibilities as they relate to law and to the
regulations. The pertinent areas of knowledge related to the
"experience" factors are listed below. They have been taken
from the listing which appears in Appendix A (the numbering
reference shown in parentheses relates to the numbering
scheme employed in the appendix)
.
a) Avoid any conflict of interest. (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8)
b) Maintain the contract files. (11)
c) Publicize competitive contract actions. (13)
d) Oversee the solicitation procedures. (16)
e) Ensure contracts are placed with proper sources of
supplies and services. (17)
f) Make determinations of contractor responsibility. (18)
g) Analyze planned acquisitions and resolve any organiza-
tional conflicts of interest. (19)
h) Ensure delivery or performance schedules are real-
istic. (20)
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i) Ensure the best method of contracting is selected.
(22)
j) Oversee_the opening of offers, make determinations for
responsiveness, and make the contract award. (24)
k) Sign the Determinations and Findings (D&Fs) . (25)
1) Manage the specific contracting requirements associ-
ated with his/her procurement field. (30,31)
A more thorough study of these FAR responsibilities
related to experience indicates the possibility of analyzing
them by degrees of complexity. These complexities are in
turn keyed in the FAE to a dollar basis. The first signifi-
cant break occurs at the $25,000 mark; all procurement
actions below this figure are referred as "small purchases."
Under this mark, additional breaks can be affected, provided
other laws regulating specific item procurements or urgency
are not in effect, and are shown below.
a) Op to $1000: single- (or one- or sole-) source of supply
is authorized without seeking any other additional
supplier other than for purposes of supplier rotation.
b) Op to $2000/$2500: two or more sources of supply are
to be solicited unless price is fixed by competition
or is regulated; sources are matched to evaluate fair
and reasonableness of prices received; upper bound
determined by nature of the contracted work (see the
next breakpoint on the labor Law which applies)
:
i) $2000 if work is of a construction-nature; or
ii) $2500 if work is service-related.
c) Up to $10,000: a greater competition base is empha-
sized; Labor Law wage determinations may be reguired:
i) Davis-Bacon Act if work is of a construction-
nature; or
ii) Walsh-Healy or Service Contract Acts if work
is service-related.
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d) Op to $25,000: more formal advertising requirements;
even greater competition is emphasized; synopsis of
sclicita-tion reguired in the CBD 13 contract format and
specifications become more definitive; contractor
representations and certifications reguired.
e) last note: generally, all of the above procurements
will be "set-aside" for small business participation
only.
In an attempt to simplify the above categories,
complexity breaks at the $2000/$2500 point and the $10,000
point represent a more real transition into the more complex
issues of Labor Law enforcements, market analysis, and
contract formality. The contracting office must assess the
degree of competition which exists in an item market prior
to the release of now a more formal solicitation.
lor the category greater than $25,000, the
contracting community departs from the small purchase arena
and its "checklist" methods of contracting and enters a
field reguiring uses of available knowledge and resources
not necessarily held in a single individual. Still only one
person is held accountable for the transaction: the
contracting officer. This greater dollar category requires
decisions stressing judgment, independent evaluation, and
objective and alternative reasoning. The broad decision
responsibility of the contracting officer might be said to
reflect the following evaluations:
a) identification of opportunity and risk;
b) determination of the organization's material, tech-
nical, financial, and managerial resources;
13The CBD- or Commerce Business Daily, is the journal
prepared by the Department of Commerce which summarizes all
Government contract actions greater than, or anticipated to
be greater than, $10,000.
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c) personal values and aspirations of senior management;
and
d) acknowledgement of noneconomic responsibilities to
society. [Ref. 11: pp. 99, 455]
Within this more complex category of over $25,000
procurements, certain preliminary approvals and actions are
required prior to a solicitation or an award. Seme of the
more significant actions for NAVFAC contracting are listed
below in Table IV [Bef- 7: sections 4, 5 ]• With respect to
relative significance, to degree of complexity, and to
administrative time involvement, the Table IV requirements
reveal that the break occuring at the $500,000 mark can be
assumed to be of the greatest shift in complexity; the
others being only minor in degree of difficulty.
Accordingly, the breakpoints representing complexity shifts
associated with experience are taken as the $2 ,000/$2 ,500,
the $10,000, the $25,000, the $500,000, and the unlimited
points.
2 . Ideal and/or Practi cal Requirements
In addition tc the above considerations of contract
complexity, probably the most significant characteristic
keyed to the experience of an individual who holds authority
to commit the Government contractually is that of an ethical
obligation. This obligation is considered to extend to
employers (the Federal government), to vendors (the contrac-
tors), and to colleagues in the profession [Ref. 9: pg.
483]. The education process instills such an obligation,
but only a working environment conducive to ethical conduct
encourages its growth and development.
If there is such a thing as a profession as a concept
distinct from a vocation, it must consist in the ideals
which its members maintain, the dignity of character
they bring to the performance of their duties, and the
austerity of the self-imposed ethical standards. To
constitute a true profession, there must be ethical
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TABLE IV
Requirements cc Contracts Greater than $2 5,00
* Contracts at or ever $25,000:
** Bidders will be required to submit bid bonds
en construction work.
** The prime contractor will be required to submit
performance and payment bonds on construction.
* Contracts at or ever $100,000:
** Bid and performance bonds may be required on
other types of services.
** Payment bonds may also be required, subject to
FAR permissive requirements.
** Prime contractor is to be instructed to submit
statement of controlled materials.
** A business clearance is required.
* Contracts at or ever $300,000:
** Congressional clearance is required for archi-
tect-engineer desiqn services.
* Contracts at or over $500,000:
** Prime contractor is to be instructed to submit
a detailed breakdown of controlled materials
requirements.
** Prime and subcontractors required to submit
certified ccst or pricing data for non -competi-
tive procurements; attests to accuracy, com-
pleteness, and currency of data; a provision
for price reduction on discovered defective
data is alsc to be incorporated.
{NOTE: The requirement for cost or pricing data
is contained in the Truth in Negotiations Act
(P.L. 87-653) which has been amended to reguire
contractor certification at $500,000; however,
recent annual authorization acts have re-estab-
lished the dcllar requirement at $100,000.
It is anticipated that this requirement will
scon return to the $500,000 point.}
* Contracts at or over $1,000,000:
** A business clearance by NAVFAC is required for
single bids received or for non-competitive
procurements.
** individual review, procurement set-aside for
small business-only participation (Generally,
under this amount, the action shall be consi-
dered as though a set-aside request had been
initiated)
.
** A determination of non-discriminatory hiring
and employment practices is to be made.
** A required percentage of work to be performed
by subcontracts is established for
constructicn.
* Contracts at or over $3,000,000:
** Must be coordinated with the Office of Navy
Chief of Information.
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tradition so potent as to bring into conformity members
whose personal standards of conduct are at a lower
level, and to have an elevating and ennobling effect on
those members. A profession cannot be created by resclu-
tion« or bgjcome such overnight. It requires many years
for its development, and they must be years of self-
denial, years when success by base means is scorned,
years when no results bring honor except to those free
from the taint of unworthy methods. [ Ref . 9: pg. 486]
Ehen requirements for an ethical obligation exist,
continuous satisfactory to outstanding performance in terms
of professional progression must be maintained by an indi-
vidual. Entry into the field though can be established at
some lower level of responsibility or complexity. This
allows an avenue for entrance into the community prior to
individual commitment to a career. However, for the indi-
vidual tc now continue through the career levels of a
contracting officer, prior satisfactory 1 * performance at the
previous level becomes important. It will be this perform-
ance measure which will become the minimum standard to judge
the contracting officer professional ethic and allow
advancement.
The career levels recommended to be established, by
dollar value and with a requirement to meet satisfactory
performance measures between levels, are stated in Table V
prior to continuing.
C. TRAINING AND EDUCATION REQDIBEHENTS
1 . General or Core Know ledge
Again, this analysis turns to the FAR for the
general requirements cf "training and education" as those
14The term "satisfactory" is utilized since it is an
accepted grading term used by the Office of Personnel
Management which equates satisfactory to performance which
meets the stated goals and objectives given an individual
under the evaluation plans in the Basic Performance
Appraisal Program and Merit Pay System.
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TABLE V
Proposed Contracting Officer Experience Levels
(1) LEVEL V (NTE $2,000 construction or $2,500 services)
(2) LEVEL IV (NTE $10,000)
(3) LEVEL III (NTE $25,000)
(**) LEVEL II (NTE $500,000)
(5) LEVEL I (UNLIMITED)
which may be required in law and in regulations. The perti-
nent areas of knowledge expected of the federal contracting
officer related to the "training and education" factors are
listed below. These have been taken from the listing which
appears in Appendix A (the numbering reference shown in
parentheses relates to the numbering scheme employed in the
appendix) . The list of factors include many of the same
areas addressed in the previous section on experience
factors. This is because of the broad application in the
nature of the areas to both experience and training and
education. The redundancy here is for thoroughness of
coverage and as a reflection of greater area significance.
a) Avoid any conflict of interest. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
b) Ensure that the signer (s) for the contractor has (have)
the authority to bind the contractor. (9)
c) Follow agency procedures for determining the security
clearances of firms. (10)
d) Ensure that all contractual actions required have been
completed. (12)
e) Oversee the solicitation procedures. (16)
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f) Ensure contracts are placed with proper sources of
supplies and services. (17)
g) Hake determinations of contractor responsibility. (18)
h) Analyze planned acquisitions and resolve any organiza-
tional conflicts of interest. (19)
Ensure delivery or performance schedules are real-
istic. (20)
j) Ensure that the provisions for the materials' ordering
under the Defense Production Act are included. (21)
k) Ensure the best method of contracting is selected.
(22)
1) Sign the Determinations and Findings (DSFs) . (25)
Be responsible for the implementation of the set-aside
program for Small Business and Small Disadvantaged
Business Concerns. (26)
Oversee the program for Labor Surplus Area concerns.
(27)
Oversee the programs related to application of labor
laws and their enforcement. (28)
Ensure contractor compliance for environment/ conser-
vation and occupational safety. (29)
Manage the specific contracting requirements associ-
ated with his/her procurement field. (30,3 1)
The intent of the following analysis of the FAR
experience model is tc consolidate the similar requirements
from above into broader topical areas or categories which
can normally be expected to be found in the training and
educational environments. Training is defined as the act of
forming by instruction, discipline, or drill; of teaching so
as to make fit, qualified, or proficient [Ref. 10: pg.
1238]. Hhen one speaks of "training", generally the attempt
is to fa mi liarize an individual with the basic laws, rules,
regulations, and policies associated with the environment. A
distinction is made at this point with the concept of
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"education". Education is defined as the action or process
of developing mentally or morally through instruction; of
gaining knowledge and development resulting from, typically,
a more formal process than in training [ Ref . 10: pg- 361].
The key words famil iarize and developing are emphasized to
reflect the differences in the use of these terms: the
latter being more personal to the individual and reflective
of his/her career direction and the former being task- or
vocation-related.
From the listing of the FAR knowledge requirements
above, a simplification is suggested which will identify
some troader categories in training and education- These
categories are selected to reflect the more generalized
areas associated with either developing one's own career
path (educational in rature) or requiring only some form of
familiarization (training). At best the task of simplifica-
tion is highly subjective; however, the Table VI breakdown
has teen determined as one method to broadly categorize
these FAR requirements.
The analysis to this point has helped to define
levels of experience and categories in training and educa-
tion for the general knowledge field in contracting.
However, the training category of "specialization" remains
to be defined. It is necessary to pursue this category in
detail for the NAVFAC contracting authorities.
2. NAVFAC Contracting Authorit y
The specialization category from Table VI is
concerned with the additional training requirements unique
to NAVFAC. The training needed to specifically address
NAVFAC s contracting authority must originate in its general
responsibilities and expressed contractual authority. In the
Navy community, NAVFAC is responsible for and holds
authority in the performance of design, planning,
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TABLE 71
Training & Education Requirements (Basic)




(#*s: 1-8, 10, 19)
* Contracting procedures & admin.





EDUCATION: * Business management
[#'s: 17, 18, 20, 26, 27)
* Economics
(#»s: 17, 21, 26, 27)
* Ethics
(#»s: 1-9)
NCTE: the numbering reference shown in parentheses
is to the contracting officer general know-
ledge requirements listed in Appendix A.
development, procurement, construction, alteration, repair,
and maintenance at all shore activities for public works and
public utilities and in the procurement of construction,
transportation, and weight-handling equipment. NAVFAC also
exercises technical control related to the above and estab-
lishes the operating standards and procedures utilized.
Specific contract authority includes the award and the
administration of the following contracted services:
a) For construction, repair, or alteration (including
civil works subcontracts)
;
b) For specialized materials and equipment not available
through regular supply channels;
c) For demolition and removal of buildings and struc-
tures;
d) For the repair, alteration, and/or overhaul of
Government-owned equipment, including motor vehicle.
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construction, weight-handling, materials-handling, and
railroad equipment (includes all other types of
transportation equipment and allied appurtenances)
;
e) For the procurement of commercial ground transporta-
tion services;
f) For facilities support and maintenance services;
g) For architect-engineer and engineering services;
h) For utility services;
i) For timber sales and other forestry management
services. [Ref- 7: part 1.402]
3 • Ideal and/or Eracti cal Requ irements
From the above review of NAVFAC contracting
authority, more broadly defined topical areas are suggested
which consolidate the authority issues into course involve-
ments. Ihe following training areas are proposed which best
represent the specialty needs of NAVFAC contracting.
a) Design Services Contracting.
b) Construction Contracting.
c) Facilities Support (or Maintenance) Services
Contracting (inclusive of equipment and forestry)
.
d) Contract Modifications (construction and services).
e) Public Utilities Contracting.
The general requirements for training and education
can now be expanded. Course topics known to address the
broad categories of the Table VI requirements can be added
to the specialty course recommendations to facilitate the
resolution of standards applicable to the NAVFAC contracting
officer. This expansion by course additions is made in Table
VII below.
In reviewing these basic requirements and NAVFAC 1 s
specific requirements for training and education, there is





Training S Education Course Requirements (Basic)
1S1I1I16:
* Legal implications -
** Contract law.
** Management of acquisition contracts or
other nanagement courses.
* Organizational systems -
** Organizational systems (basic)
.
** Management of acquisition contracts or
other management courses.
** NAVFAC organizational systems.
* Contracting procedures S administration -
** Small purchase.
** Management of acquisition contracts or
other management courses.
** Cost estimation.
** Cost and price analysis.
** Contract negotiation.
** Two-Step, multiyear procurement.
* Specialization -
** Design services contracting.
** Construction contracting.
** Facilities support (or maintenance)





** Contract modifications (const. & serv.)
.
** Public utilities contracting.
* Contractual relationships -
** Small purchase.
** Management of acquisition contracts or
other management courses.
** Contract negotiation.
** Acquisition and contracting senior level
training.
ED0CA1IOH:
* Business management -
** Financial accounting.





* Ethics (associated w/ experience levels) -
** High school graduate or equivalent.
** Associates degree: or two years of
college- level study; or two years oJI
continuous, satisfactory performance.
** College- level specialized training
concluding in a four-year degree in
business administration, law,




formal education process. The reader should recall that
ethics 15 have a basis in the education process: an estab-
lished rigor «-hich is capable of filtering out the disinter-
ested, the unmotivated, or the non-professional. In
maintaining the analogy with the FAR knowledge baseline
model depicted in Table I the issue of ethics allows a
breakdown of training and education into levels cf career
progression similar to that which was performed for the
experience factors. A depiction of course topics can be
made to reflect the periods of entry into the contracting
field, of intermediate growth, and of mastery or senior-
level capabilities achievement. These period reguirements
are reflected in Table VIII below. The reader will note the
use of multiple intermediate levels (I and II) . In config-
uring the requirements at the intermediate level, such a
large field of training requirements occurs, that it would
become unmanageable to remain as a single intermediate
level. The reader should further note the similarity between
Tables V and VIII This similarity will be developed in the
analysis that follows.
4. Availability cf Current Courses Applicable to N AVFAC
Certain aspects of training for the contracting
function are common to all Federal services and to all DoD
agencies while other training is peculiar to the service or
agency. This is due to the specialized nature of the
procurements tasked to the different agencies and why the
differing agencies exist in the first place. However
utilized, any educational and training programs must be
orderly, continuous, and progressive: it must not only
15The discussion en experience levels in the first half
of this chapter argued that it was the education process
which first instilled an ethical obligation. However, it was
experience in a working environment conducive to ethical
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NAVFAC organizational systems; and
Two-step, multiyear procurement; S






introduce the entry- level student to the function, but must
also reach the service commanders, managers, technicians,
and operators—at all levels of expertise.
Acquisition, contracting, purchasing, business
administration, law, accounting, and engineering courses are
available to the individual from civilian institutions,
colleges, and universities- These courses vary from the
basics for entry intc a contracting field to those which
enhance an individuals qualifications for advancement as
he/she progresses in the field. For the NAVFAC contracting
officer warrant, any training and education stipulated
should stimulate several characteristics in his/her
behavior.
a) The individual should show a high degree of initia-
tive. The total framework in which the contracting
officer operates is largely unstructured due to the
interactions required between customers, contractors,
governmental agencies, office staff, and peer groups.
b) The individual needs to be tactful and cooperative,
yet objective. As an agent of the Government, the
contracting officer represents the conduct of procure-
ment to the outside communities: a process centered
upcn being "fair and reasonable".
c) The individual requires patience and an aptitude for
detailed investigation. He/she will be reguired to
make sound and reasoned decisions, supported by docu-
mentation.
d) Some form of mechanical aptitude will be a definite
asset. The individual will be called upon to make
financial decisions regarding technical issues.
Expanding a little on the above, a successful
contracting officer must really develop two types of knowl-
edge: business and technical. The business knowledge
consists of a broad understanding of a myriad of general.
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interrelated principles. For contracting, as a tool of
pursuing the Government's socio-economic responsibilities,
there is a need to understand national income determina-
tions, consumption functions, and fiscal and monetary policy
impacts. There must likewise be understanding of micrceco-
nomic theories related to allocation of resources, composi-
tion of output deteminations, consumer and producer choice
theory, partial and general equilibrium analysis, and
welfare economics. Ihe individual should have knowledge of
basic accounting concepts and standards, of job order and
process costing, and of budgeting. He/she also needs an
understanding of individual and group behavior in a dynamic
organizational context involving perception, communication,
motivation, leadership, decision making, planning and
controlling, and structure.
On the other hand, the technical reguirements
consist largely of knowledge of a body of highly special-
ized, detailed, factual information about a specific field,
science, study, or group of materials. Technical knowledge
relates to a practical understanding of the contract
requirement and of the fabrication, erection, or production
processes involved. This latter knowledge, because cf its
limited scope, can aore easily be acquired from selected
courses, directed readings, and/or practical experience as
the jcb involvements become known. It is generally held
that it is easier for a buyer to obtain the required tech-
nical knowledge on the job than it is to obtain the required
business knowledge [ Bef . 9: pg. 5^3].
Knowledge of the business environment extends to
both the general and specific contracting practices
performed by NAVFAC. Appendix D lists some of the represen-
tative organizations explored in this study that teach in
areas related to the business acumen needed to function as a
NAVFAC contracting officer. The study-recommended schools
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having specific courses keyed to the standards of Table VII
are shown in Table IX below, which further attempts to
combine the —proposals on experience levels and course
requirements shown in Tables V and VIII
D. PCS APPROACH
Dp to this point of the analysis, standards have been
proposed for experience and for the combination of training
and educational requirements. When the two of these propo-
sals are incorporated, and because they originated from FAR
and DoD/NAVFAC directives, the requirements are offered as
"personal qualification standards", or PQS, to be imposed
for future selection of NAVFAC , s contracting officers. The
Sterling Institute, under contract with the Federal
Acquisition Institute, reported that the use of qualifica-
tion standards has value.
Qualification standards are based on laws and regula-
tions that exist to ensure that all persons who have the
ability to perform shall not be precluded from consider-
ation lor any social, economic, or political reason
[Ref. 12: pg. 13]-
Having established standards for the qualifications of
the NAVFAC contracting officer, and assuming those or
similar standards are adopted, it then becomes necessary to
communicate those standards to the concerned individuals.
The communication medium to be used and the device which
offers substantiation of an action should possess character-
istics of:
1. Long-term life for continual application;
2. Providing for the individualized attention of
prospective contracting officers;
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4. Establishing a system for verification by gualified
individuals of entries made by the individuals.
The audien-ce that the standards need to reach are not
the entire NAVFAC civilian workforce nor the Civil Engineer
Corps community. Only those individuals who need or desire
to apply the standards are the addressees who need be on
distribution. As such, the mediums considered include direc-
tives, Navy letters, and NAVFAC publications.
Directives, such as an instruction, are prescribed for
matters pertaining to the establishment of policy or the
reguirement for periodic reports and offer many of the
desired characteristics stated above. But the thrust of a
directive is to the command or activity level of attention;
and the importance of the proposed standards is tied to an
individual. The standards advocated also do not reguire a
periodic report nor are they a reflection of a policy change
since they are derivatives of current regulation.
The Navy standard letter, related to personnel matters,
could be used to correspond officially to prospective
contracting officers. It would stress the gualities of
getting the attention of only those individuals NAVFAC would
desire and of expressing the continual nature of the stan-
dards. Eut the administrative tasking and associated costs
of developing and maintaining a distribution listing of
individuals, with the need to individually address every
piece cf correspondence, may be too great.
A publication, such as a manual or handbook, which is
freguently used on the job (as opposed to a reference
source) , again offers many of the characteristics expressed
above. What the publication approach lacks is the individual
attention which something like the letter commands. But
NAVFAC utilizes a publication directed entirely to the
contracting functions and individuals make ready use of it
on a continual basis. The publication is the Naval
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Facilities Engineering Command Contractin g Manual, (NAVFAC
P-68) , and is proposed as the medium for communicating the
qualification—standards advocated in this study.
The next step is to develop a format which readily lends
itself to the documentation and verification of qualifica-
tion attainment. Within the format, it must also recognize
the qualifications that the individual brings to the job.
High school graduation (or equivalency) , college attendance,
special training, postgraduate work, and specialized past
work/vocation involvements need initial acknowledgement.
This will preclude repetitive training which does not
enhance the person's performance. Finally, it must be easily
understood.
To be easily understood, the verification requirement
should be facilitated at the lowest level possible. Since
the contract function is continuing within NAVFAC (only this
standard is new to the environment) , individuals are even
now exercising warranted contract authority in various parts
of the world. These then are the officials who should be
charged with the responsibility to verify the individual's
entries. A format which would meet the documentation and
verification reguireaents of the standards has been depicted
in Appendices E and F.
E. MAINTENANCE TRAINING
One-time qualification is not sufficient in an environ-
ment which is constantly changing- By its very nature, the
Federal government can be conservatively said to be dynamic:
at its head are three, semi-independent bodies, each holding
responsibility to either create, execute, or interpret law.
These laws address remedies and coordination needed for the
improvement of the social and economic conditions of the
country. It is this Federal law which forms the basis of
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the Federal Acquisition Regulations and, in turn, regulate
the conduct of the acquisition contracting functions.
It is because of these constant changes in law and regu-
lation that maintenance training becomes important; but not
necessarily for those who currently find themselves working
in a contracts office. These individuals are daily exposed
to the flow of regulation and directive changes as a course
of business. They may also be subscribing to, or be exposed
to, a subscription of periodicals, briefing papers, or news-
letters which aid them in staying current. Maintenance
training needs to address those individuals within DcD agen-
cies who find themselves operating within a "revolving door"
of position placements. Military and civilian employees
move from one position to another due to orders, promotions,
transfers, and changes in career path. This is particularly
true for the military managers who are required to periodi-
cally rotate in order to broaden their skills and value to
the Navy.
As an individual re-enters the contracting function,
he/she will naturally be missing that segment of change
which evclved during their period of absence. Only those who
might individually pursue contracting as a profession will
remain well-informed. The need is obvious and the methods of
achieving maintenance training are diverse. Table X is
provided as a listing of possible alternatives which might
be employed by NAVFAC to ease this deficiency. Maintenance
training is considered beyond the scope of this study and no
further discussion is offered.
F. C1BTIFICATI0H/LICEBSING.
During the period 1970 through 1972, the Commissicn on
Government Procurement examined the Federal acquisition
process. The Commission's final report (primarily. Study
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_TABLE I
HAYFAC Maintenance Training of Contracting Officers
(Study Recommendations)
* Formalized training program -
** By EFE.
** At a central location for the NAVFAC
community cnly, such as CECOS/NFCTC.
** At a central location for the Navy
contracting community, such as the two
week refresher course planned by the
Supply Corps at NPS Monterey. CA.
* Incorporate into existing CECOS refresher
training -
** "LT Refresher" course.
** "ICDR Refresher" course.
* Maintain a history file of newsletters or
briefs; reguired reading upon re-entering.
* Task each contracting office to update
returning and new personnel.
Group No. 5 on organization and personnel) contained a
recommendation that the Government look into certification
as a means of improving the guality of its workforce.
In attempts to accomplish this recommendation, the
Federal Acguisition Institute (FAI) conducted an analysis of
certificaticn programs being conducted by various profes-
sional associations in 1977 and 1978. The intent was to
determine what overall value they might have to the
Government's workforce. This study concluded that certifica-
tion programs enhance the professional nature of the acqui-
sition system and would be of definite value to the
Government.
Continuing in these certification studies, FAI awarded a
study contract to tte Sterling Institute to identify means
by which the Government could sponsor certification programs
and to examine the implications of such sponsorship. The
Sterling Institute reviewed current certification programs.
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addressed basic issues of Government sponsorship, and
forwarded their recommendations in January of 1979.
The study's analysis of certification programs currently
conducted by professional associations in the field of
acquisition revealed a common overall program objective.
While each association's certification program had
developed with regard to requirements and standards, all
were focused on the objective of elevating participants
from the level of functional specialists to that of
recognized professionals. Kith professionalism as the
ultimate objective, these programs are based on various
aspects of what constitutes a definition of profession-
alism. These aspects include:
* A defined, sophisticated body of knowledge.
* A code of ethics.
* A measurable standard on which to base a judgment
that the individual is capable of performing at a
certain level of competence,
* An amount of degree-conferring programs in the
universities that is adequate to ensure that a
sufficient number of professionally educated
Persons will be available to meet national wcrk-
orce needs within the functional field.
Professional associations do not address or control
individual career development or organizational effec-
tiveness. Government programs are designed not to
directly instill professionalism or advance the state of
the art but to concentrate on improving individual and
organizational effectiveness. The synthesis of these two
approaches can increase confidence in the quality of the
workforce and improve its overall image. Employee career
paths and attainment of professional status can be mutu-
ally reinforced, and the ethics of public accountability
and professionalism can merge to serve the national
interest. [Ref. 12: pp. 5-8]
On the basic issue, the study found that it is both
appropriate and legal for the Government to sponsor certifi-
cation programs. However, it is not immediately feasible for
the Government to require certification as a standard for
employment. The basic rule here in personnel selection is
that no standard requirement can be established if an indi-
vidual can perform the task without meeting the standard. A
suggested approach is to "recommend" that all Federal agen-
cies consider the use of certification as a quality ranking
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factor 16 in future selections.
The study concluded that certification would prove a
positive motivater and that the only barrier was "management
inertia". To overcome the inertia, the group recommended
developing a generic certification program for each function
in the acquisition field and require Government agencies to
implement it within scheduled timeframes; then develop
certification requirements that must be met before
contracting officer authority is delegated; and finally to
require that contracting officers be certified through
agency-administered certification programs.
Since 1979, the issue of certification in the Government
has net been pursued to the depth recommended in the study.
One reason for this has been the lack of a single body
within the Executive branch having the strength of organiza-
tional control over the contracting responsibility to
centrally influence a universal acceptance, other than the
Presidency. However, greater direction toward a professional
approach to contracting has teen issued by the President
under Executive Order 12352 of 17 March 1982. The
Presidential directive requires the establishment of a cadre
of business professionals to safeguard the interests cf the
United States in its contractual relationships.
16Emjloyee selection is based upon the criteria and
processes of, in priority- QUALIFICATION STANDARDS (basic
requirements), SELECTIVE FACTORS (necessary attributes) , and
QUALITY RANKING FACTORS (desirable qualities). Certification
is not justifiable on the first two criteria.
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I*. COHCICSIONS AND RECOHMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the reviews conducted by GAO and NAVMAT,
as well as NAVFAC's own internal study, reflect the problems
of an evolving professional contracting community. The
community is currently represented by associations of indi-
viduals who seek to elevate the status of the career
contracting and acquisition personnel from a functional
specialist level to a more professional level. The commu-
nity points to unique knowledge requirements which an indi-
vidual must possess; this, in turn, attempts to reguire
recognition of staffing and funding resources on the part of
the organizations' management groups, just as another
profession might require. Yet, in many Government agencies
comparable to NAVFAC, the contracting community is seen only
as the functional "means" through which a task is accom-
plished. The community has been organizationally structured
to work within another community of recognized professionals
who are product-oriented. Such a relationship naturally
places the contract function in second place for organiza-
tional resources.
But failures in performance have recently brought this
community into the foreground. Waste and abuse of Government
funding through contract actions has become a national
concern. Improprieties have been sought out and offenders
severely disciplined. Continued corrective actions have been
demanded by the news media, the public, the Congress, and
the President. Time will tell if this notoriety might well
turn out to be an actual benefit to the community of profes-
sional contracting people. The current environment, both
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within DcD and on tte political front, would appear prime
for the establishment of some form of universal Federal
standards for~ the qualification of contracting officials,
provided there is a tcdy within the Executive branch strong
enough tc press the issue. The Congress is also a strong
possibility to force an issue for standards or certification
through legislation.
The author has concluded that definition of NAVFAC
contracting officer qualification standards is essential to
the effective management and good order of the contracting
function. The author further concludes, as an ancillary to
the standards requirement, that the training and education
issues in the function must be resource supported at the
highest management levels. Such attention is essential if
the community is to be allowed to grow into the
professional-like group that it must be to recapture the
public trust and respect. This issue also involves the
requirement to establish some form of active maintenance
training for the individuals who exit and then re-enter the
contracting field or function at some later date. The main-
tenance training would fill the void of the knowledge lost
through absence frcm the dynamic environment in which
contract and acquisition regulations and standards evolve.
The author, however, finds no compelling need to estab-
lish a certification program within the Federal contracting
function. First, certifications in the field are not recog-
nized as a qualification for personnel selection. Second, a
profession is an evclutionary process culminating in near-
universal recognition of the unique character of the career
field and not an issue which can be forced into existence.
Third, Government mandate would only create an administra-
tive program which may actually hinder the true evolutionary
process cf a developing field. The author contends that the
matter of certif icat icn is better left to the
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self -actualizing process demanded in the independent, career
or field associations of a developing profession. If it is
indeed a viabie profession, it will receive the synergistic
support of a growing association membership to establish
certification, or soire other proof of acquired knowledge, as
a condition of employment.
E. BECCHBENDATIONS
The author recommends that NAVFAC establish standards by
which prospective contracting officers might measure them-
selves and as a device to place qualified individuals,
regardless of seniority, into positions of contracting
responsibility. Appendices E and F offer a system of
Personal Qualification Standards (PQS) which meets these two
gualities in this recommendation.
The author further recommends that a program of active
maintenance training be developed to aid those persons
returning to a contracting function after a period of
absence. The operation of the DoD contracting organization
is very dynamic in its structure and in its personnel posi-
tioning and movement approaches. The strong involvement and
influence of the military organizations upon its functions
assures us that the fluid use of personnel is not very
likely to change. Accordingly, the system must be accommo-
dated as it exists and a program is needed to allow seme
form of refresher training for all re-entering civilian and
military personnel. The suggested forums of conducting such
refresher training can be found in Table X
In the two above recommendations, consideration must
also be given the resource support of the travel and
training needs. These support responsibilities are too
closely tied to an effective implementation of any PQS-type
approach to qualification and of maintenance training. It
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must be realized that the broad travel and training needs
are an expensive proposition and only top level commitment
to the requirements cf such an undertaking will produce the
desired results: experienced and well-trained contracting
personnel. With such an objective in mind, should standards
later be developed by others or should certification become
a reality in this field, the established and supported stan-
dards will position NAVFAC for easy entry.
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- APPENDIX A
GENEBAI KNOWLEDGE OP A 0. S. GOVEfiHMENT CONTBACTING OFFICES
Federal law dealing with purchasing and contracting is
contained in the the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)
.
The following are pertinent areas of knowledge expected of
the federal contracting officer and associated responsibili-
ties.
1. The general rule is to avoid strictly any conflict of
interest or even the appearance of a conflict of
interest in the Government-contractor relationships
[Bef. 5: part 3.101-1 ].
2. If a contract is made between the U.S. Government and
any member or delegate to Congress, or resident
commissioner, it may constitute a violation of 18
O.S.C. 431 and 432, resulting in both the officer or
employee of the Government who awarded the contract
and the member, delegate or resident commissioner
being subjected to criminal penalties; the contract
being voided; and the contractor having to return any
consideration paid by the Government under the
contract [Bef. 5: part 3.102-1].
3. Agency personnel shall report suspected violations of
the Gratuities clause to the contracting officer or
other designated official [Bef. 5: part 3.202].
4. Contracting personnel are an important potential
source of investigative leads for antitrust enforce-
ment and should therefore be sensitive to indications
of unlawful behavior by offerors and contractors.
Agencies are required by 41 (J.S.C. 252(d) and 10
U.S.C. 2305(d) to report to the Attorney General bids
or offers received after competition that evidence a
violation of the antitrust laws [Bef. 5: part 3.3].
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5. The contracting officer shall evaluate the SF 119,
Statement of Contingent or Other Fees, and all
related" information to determine whether a contingent
fee arrangement exists between the prospective
contractor and a person or company other than a full-
time, bona fide employee working solely for the
prospective contractor and, when such a contingent
fee arrangement does exist, wether it meets the stat-
utory exception permitting contingent fee arrange-
ments with bona fide employees or agencies [Bef. 5:
part 3.40 8-1 ]•
6. The contracting officer must take appropriate action
to ensure that "buying-in" losses are not recovered
by the contractor through the pricing of (1) change
orders or (2) follow-on contracts subject to cost
analysis [Ref. 5: part 3.501-2].
7. The Anti-Kicklack Act, 41 U.S.C. 51-54, was passed to
deter subcontractors from making payments to influ-
ence the award of subcontracts. Agencies shall report
suspected violations of the Act in accordance with
agency procedures [Ref. 5: part 3.502].
8. A contracting officer shall not knowingly award a
contract to a Government employee or to a business
concern or otter organization owned or substantially
owned or controlled by one or more Government
employees [Ref. 5: part 3.601].
9. Only contracting officers shall sign contracts on
behalf of the Enited States. The contracting officer
shall ensure that the signer (s) for the contractor
has (have) the authority to bind the contractor, which
may be constituted as individuals, partnerships,
corporations, joint ventures or agents of the
preceding types of firms [Ref. 5: part 4.1],
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10. If access to classified information of an agency may
be required, the contracting officer shall fellow
agency—procedures for determining the security clear-
ances of firms to be solicited [Ref. 5: part 4.403].
11. Contracting officers shall maintain the contract
files, which shall document the basis for the acqui-
sition and the award, contract administration and
payment [Ref. 5: part 4.8].
12. The contracting officer shall ensure that all
contractual actions required have been completed and
shall prepare a statement to that effect. This state-
ment is authority to close the contract file and
shall be made a part of the official contract file
[Ref- 5: part 4.804-2].
13. Contracting officers shall publicize contract
actions offering competitive opportunities for
contractors and subcontractors in accordance with the
Small Business Act, 15 D.S.C. 637 [Ref. 5: part 5].
14. Contracting officers may make available maximum
information tc the public, except information
[Ref. 5: part 5.4].
a) On plans that would provide undue or discrimina-
tory advantage to private or personal interests;
b) Received in confidence;
c) Otherwise requiring protection under the Freedom
cf Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552 {as amended), or
Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. 552(a); or
d) Pertaining to internal agency communications
15. For acquisitions other than small, repetitive buys,
agencies shall perform coordinated planning, inte-
grating the efforts of all personnel responsible for
significant aspects of the acquisition [Ref. 5: part
7.1].
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16. The contracting officer shall oversee the solicita-
tion procedures for cost comparisons of the state-
ments -of work for contractor versus Government
performance in accordance with the Office of
Management and Budget Circular No. A-76 [Ref. 5: part
7-2].
17. The contracting officer shall ensure contracts are
placed with picper sources of supplies and services:
agency requirements must first be checked with
required sources of supply. These include [Ref. 5:
part 8]:
a) Agency inventories;
b) Excess personnel property under the control of a
federal agency;
c) Use of other Government supply sources
i) Jewel bearings;
ii) Public utility services;
iii) Printing and related supplies;
iv) Automatic data processing and telecommunica-
tions acquisitions;
v) Leased mctor vehicles;
vi) Strategic and critical materials from excess
General Services Administration (GSA) inven-
tories; and
vii) Helium.
d) Federal Prison Industries, Inc., 18 O.S.C.
4121-4128;
e) Procurement lists from the Committee for Purchase
from the Blind and Other Severely Handicapped,
Javits-Wagner-O'Day Act, 41 O.S.C. 46-48c;
f) "Wholesale supply sources, such as the GSA, the
Defense logistics Agency, the Veterans
Administration and military inventory control
points;
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g) Mandatory Federal Supply Schedules;
h) Optional use Federal Supply Schedules; and,
finally,
i) commercial sources (inclusive of educational and
nonprofit institutions)
.
18. The contracting officer shall make a determination
of contractor responsibility prior to award of a
contract, inclusive of using a preaward survey
[Ref. 5: part 9.1].
19. Contracting officers shall analyze planned acquisi-
tions in order to identify and to resolve any organi-
zational conflicts of interest, inclusive of
ottaining the advice of counsel and the assistance of
technical specialists in evaluating potential
conflicts and in developing any necessary solicita-
tion provisions and contract clauses. [Ref. 5: part
9.5].
20. Contracting officers shall ensure that delivery or
performance schedules are realistic and meet the
requirements of the acquisition [Ref. 5: part
12.101].
21. Contracting officers shall ensure that, for ratable
contracts, the provisions for the materials 1 ordering
under the Defense Production Act, 50 O.S.C. App.2061
(as amended) , are included. These provisions include
the proper use of the priority system provided in the
Defense Materials System and the Defense Priorities
Sjstem [Ref. 5: part 12.3].
22. Contracting officers shall ensure the proper
purchase or contract type is prepared, the proper
procurement format is followed and the best method of
contracting is selected prior to release of the
solicitation [Ref. 5: parts 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17].
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23. the contract office shall receive all bids cr propo-
sals associated with a solicitation, inclusive of
issuing- modifications or withdrawals [Hef. 5: parts
14. 3, 15].
24. The contracting officer shall oversee the opening of
offers, shall make such determinations for respon-
siveness, and shall make the contract award [Bef. 5:
parts 14.4, 15].
25. The contracting officer shall sign the
Determinations and Findings (D&Fs) which justify the
use of the legal authorities to not compete a poten-
tial contract [Bef- 5: part 15.2].
26. The contracting officer shall be responsible for the
implementation of the set-aside program for Small
Business and Snail Disadvantaged Business Concerns in
accordance with the Small Business Act, 15 U.S.C. 631
et seg., the applicable sections of the Armed
Services Procurement Act, 10 U.S.C. 2301 et seg., and
Executive Order 12138, May 18,1979 [Bef. 5: part 19].
27. The contracting officer shall oversee the program
for Labor Surplus Area concerns, Small Business Act,
15 U.S.C. 644(d), (e) and (f) [Bef. 5: part 20]-
28. The contracting officer shall oversee the programs
related to application of labor laws and their
enforcement [Bef. 5: part 22].
29. The contracting officer shall ensure contractor
compliance for environment, conservation and occupa-
tional safety [Bef. 5: part 23].
30. The contracting officer shall, in addition to the
a±ove specific responsibilities, oversee the contrac-
tual actions dealing with the following special
categories, as may be reguired:
a) Major systems acquisition [Bef. 5: part 34],
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b) Research and development contracting [Bef. 5: part
35],
c) Construction and architect-engineer contracts
[Eef. 5: part 36],
d) Service contracting [Bef. 5: part 37],
e) Federal Supply Schedule contracting [Ref. 5: part
38], or
f) Management, acquisition, and use of information
resources [Ref. 5: part 39].
31. After contract award, the contracting officer shall
oversee the nanagement of the contracting function,
inclusive of:
a) Contract administration [Bef. 5: part 42],
b) Contract modifications [Bef. 5: part 43],
c) Subcontracting policies and procedures [Ref. 5:
part 44],
d) Government property [Bef. 5: part 45],
e) Quality assurance [Bef. 5: part 46],
f) Transportation [Bef. 5: part 47],
g) Value engineering [Bef. 5: part 48],
h) Termination of contracts [Bef. 5: part 49],
i) Extraordinary contractual actions [Bef. 5: part
50], and





The Certified Professional Contract Manager (CPCM) exam-
ination of the National Contract Management Association
(NCMA) is administered in May and November of each year. An
application fee and an examination fee are required to be
paid at the time of the application and prior to examination
(if the applicant is considered eligible) , respectively. At
the time of this writing, the total certification fee was
$90 (}45 application and $45 examination) . The exam is in
essay format and is given daring two three-hour sessions in
a single day: a morning session (General Exam, GE) covering
general procurement and contracting followed by an afternoon
session (Areas of Concentration, AOC)
.
Training/Ed ucati on. Below is a listing of topic and
sub-topic areas which represent subject areas selected for
the CPCM exam. A broad-based knowledge in these areas with
specific reference tc formalized education and/or specified
training courses in the application is needed to meet the
criteria of NCMA CPCM educational requirements.
EXAMINATION TOPIC/SOB-TOPIC AREAS
General Exam (GE)
'""Procurement Management * Industrial Contracting
* Procurement * Purchase Management
* Government Contracting * Purchasing
Areas of Concentration (AOC)
±. Legal TSspects of~"Fiocurement
* Statutory 5 Regulatory * Negotiated S Advertised
Foundation of Procurement Procurement
Law
* Contract Formation & * Inspection, Acceptance,
Enforcement Principles & Warranties
* Contracting Methods & * Uniform Commercial Code
Techniques
* Contract Interpretation * Subcontract Principles
* Changes & Differing Site * Delays
Conditions
* Eguitable Adjustments & * Terminations
Cost Recovery Principles
























































































































VII. State and Local Governmen
* New area introduced in t
Purchasing
introduced in t he May 1985 examination
t Purchasing
he May 1985 examination
Experience. The second criteria of the NCMA CPCM
requires experience of a minimum of two (2) years.
Applicable experience includes the performing and/or ccnsu-
mate participation (such as teaching) of the functions
normally included in positions typified by the following job
titles, either in the public or the private sectors.
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JOB TITLES
* Business Administrator (Contracts)










* Director cf Contracts
* Director of Material
* Director cf Procurement
* Price Analyst
* Purchasing Officer
From a functional viewpoint, applicable experience
relates to the management and/or the performance of tasks
involved in the contracting process: the preparation of the
purchase/procurement reguirements; the solicitation of
reguests for proposals or invitations for bids, the hardling
cf protests, the propcsal/bid evaluations, the negotiations,
the reviews, the approvals, the determinations, the awards,
the contract administration, the changes/modifications, the
handling of claims, and the close outs of contracting
actions.
Cede of Ethics . A "Code of Professional Responsibility"
is a part of the entire NCMA certification process. Each
applicant is expected to subscribe to the NCMA Code (whether
an NCMA member or not) and, as a CPCM, to uphold the Code.
The Code is reproduced below.
CODE OF ETHICS
PREAMBLE
Each member of the National Contract Management Association
accepts the obligation to uphold the purpose of the organi-
zation as set forth in the NCMA constitution, to strive for
the increase of knowledge in job performance and the field
of contract management. and to abide by the letter and
spirit of the ethical standards of the Association.
As prescribed in Article X of the By-Laws to the constitu-
tion cf NCMA, this Cede of Ethics establishes for the member
a foundation of professional conduct. However, ethical
conduct may require iiore than merely abiding by the letter
of the Code. It is therefore incumbent upon each member of
the Association to make a commitment to honorable behavior
in all aspects of work and professional activity.
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STANEABDS
Each meater of NCMA shall:
1. Strive to attain the highest professional standard of job
Serformance, to exercise diligence in carrying out the
uties of his or her employer, and to serve that employer
to the test of one's ability.
2. Keep informed of acquisition developments, through
academic course work and attendance at symposia, in
order to increase knowledge, skill and thoroughness cf
work preparation.
3. Respect the confidence and trust reposed in the member by
one*s employer.
4. Conduct oneself in such a manner as to bring credit upon
the Association as well as to maintain trust and
confidence in the integrity of the acquisition process.
5. Avoid engagement in any transaction that might conflict
with the proper discharge of one's employment duties by
reason of financial interest, family relationship, or any
other circumstance causing a breach of confidence in the
acquisition process.
6. Not knowingly influence others to commit any act that
would constitute a violation of this code.
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- APPENDIX C
CONTRACT SPECIALIST, CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION (GS-1102)
TRAINING
The training courses for this civilian employee series
are divided into three career levels: entry, GS-05 through
GS-08; intermediate, GS-09 through GS-12; and senior,
GS-/GM-13 and above. The mandatory courses shown shall he
completed before prcuotion to the next higher level or
within 12 months after promotion 17
In addition to these mandatory courses, each EoD
Component shall develop and provide its employees a list of
courses that are considered "mandatory when required by
mission". Courses considered pertinent to an individual's
career development shall be listed on his/her Individual
Development Plan (IDP).
LEVEL 3MPJLT0BI CODES 2
ENTRY 1.a. Contract Administration, PPM 152 (JT)
;
- or -
1.b. Management of Defense Acquisi tio n
Contracts, 8D-4320 (JT)
.




2.b. Defense Cost and Price Analysis,
PN (JT).
3- Defense Contract Negotiation Workshop,
CN (JT).
x7The course requirements have been established in DoD
Manual 1430.10-M-1 and NAVFAV Letter, Subject: NAVIAC
Procurement Training Progra m, 19 November 1984.
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INTERMEDIATE 1. a. Advanced Contract Administration,
PPM 304 (JT)
;
— - or -
1.b. Management of Defense Acquisition
Contracts (Advanced), 8D-F12 (JT) .
2- Government Contract Law, PPM 302 ( JT)
.
(3. Introductory Quantitative Analysis.
QMT 345 (JT) ; required only for Price and Cost
Analysis or Procurement and Production
Specialists.)
SENIOE 1-a. Management of Managers, 7A-P3 8 (JT)
;
- or -
1-b. NjnfFAC Executive Instit ute Levels I-IV.
2. Defense Acquisition and Contr actin g
Executive Seminar, ER (JT) .
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TRAINING SITES FOE NA¥FAC CONTRACTING OFFICERS
The following schools or organizations offer acquisition
and contract training courses, conferences and/or devices
related to the field of contract management which the




Civil Engineer Corps Officers (CECOS)
Port Hueneme, CA 93043
B. Naval Facilities Contract Training Center (NFCTC)
Naval Construction Battalion Center, BLDG 44
Port Hueneme, CA 93043





D. Naval Postgraduate School (NPS)
Administrative Sciences Department
Acquisition and Contracting Curriculum
Monterey, CA 93943
II. Other Department of Defense
A. Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT)
School of Systems and Logistics
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH
B. U.S. Army Logistics Management Center (ALMC)
School of Acquisition Management
Fort Lee, VA
C. Defense Systems Management College (DSMC)
Fort Belvcir, VA 22060-5426
D. Industrial College of the Armed Forces (ICAP)
and




A. Federal Acquisition Institute (FAI)
Office of Federal Procurement Policy
Washington, D.C. 20503
B. General Services Administration (GSA)
Acquisition Training Facility (HDAA)
Washington, D.C. 20406
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Office of Personnel Management (OPM)
Management Sciences Training Center
1900 E. Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20415
IV. Private
A. American Ear Association
Section of Public Contract Law
750 N. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago. IL 60611
B. The American Graduate University
and
Procurement Associates, Inc.
733 North Dodsworth Avenue
Covina, CA 91724
C. BNA Conferences
The Bureau of National Affairs. Inc.
2550 M Street, NW
Suite 69S
Washington, D.C. 20037
E. Center for Public Management
12713 Steeple Chase Way
Potomac, MD 20854
E. Federal Publications Inc.
Dept 216
1120 20th Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
F. The George Washington University
School of Government and Business Administration
Office of Research and Continuing Professional
Education
2000 L Street, NW
Suite 303
Washington, D.C. 20052
G. Law 5 Business
855 Valley Eoad
Clifton, NJ 07013
H. Middlesex Research Center
3509 M Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20007
I. National Contract Management Association
6728 Old KcLean Village Drive
McLean, VA 22101





1900 M Street, NW
Washinton, D.C. 20036
L. U.S. Professional Development Institute
1620 Eltcn Road
Silver Springs, MD 20903
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CONTRACTING OFFICES IABBANTING PBOCEDOHES
The standards included in this appendix are suggested
for insertion into the Naval Facilities Engineering
Command's publication titled, Contracting Manua l, NAVFAC
F-68, section 1-402. 2.* 8
*********************
1-402.2 Contracting Officer Warranting Procedures
NAVFAC contracting officers shall be appointed only when
there is a valid organizational need. Factors recommended to
be considered in assessing the need include: the volume of
contract actions, the complexity of work, and the organiza-
tional supports and resources readily available.
Additionally, it is important to appoint the individual
having the most comprehensive, contracting education,
training, and experience qualifications on site. This may
not be the most senior CEC officer or the most senior
civilian employee at a particular contracting location, as
position will not be the first consideration or criteria
employed in selecting and appointing contracting officers.
Tc aid all aspiring contracting officers, Appendix H,
Personal Qualifications Standards (PQS) , has been adopted as
a method of documenting the basic qualification requirements
set forth in 1-40 2.2 (a) below. The Engineering Field
Divisions shall maintain an automated file documenting the
l8The standards are offered as a recommended revision to
the appointment procedures forwarded by Commander, Naval
Facilities Engineering Command letter dated 6 February 1985.
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progress of its assigned personnel, as well as for all CEC
officers in its geographical area. It is incumbent upon the
individual to—provide copies of his/her PQS achievements to
his/her Engineering Field Division as milestones are
achieved.
(a) The criteria set forth below are the basic qualifi-
cation requirements fcr the selection and the appointment of
contracting officers for NAVFAC contract authority: (NOTE:
the criteria are based upon successful attainment of the
previous, lower levels.)
(1) IE7EI V (NTE $2,000 construction or $2,500 services)
a. Education High school graduate or equivalent.
b. Experience None.
c. Training Defense Small Purchase course; and
Construction Contracts course; cr
Facilities Support Contracts course;
- or -
approved substitutes.
(2) LEVEL IV (NTE $10,000)
a. Education ...... Associates degree; or two years of
college-level study; or two years of
continuous LEVEL V, satisfactory
performance.
b. Experience None (see "Education").
c. Training Defense Cost and Price Analysis





(3) LEVEL III (NTE $25,000)
a. Education LEVEL IV.
b. Experience One year of continuous LEVEL IV,
satisfactory performance.
c. Training Management of Defense Acquisition
Contracts; or both of the courses in
LEVEL V for Construction and Facili-
ties Support Contracts; and
Construction Contract Modifications
course; and Cost Estimation course;
- or -
approved substitutes.
(4) LEVEL II (NTE $500,000)
a. Education ...... College-level specialized training
concluding in a four-year degree in
business administration, law,
accounting, engineering, or ether
related fields.
b. Experience Two years of continuous LEVEL III,
satisfactory performance, with at
least one year contracting in the
construction or facilities support
specialty.
c. Training ....... Design Contracts course; and Contract
Law course; and Macroeconomics course;
and Organizational Systems course;
and Cost Accounting (inclusive of






(5) LEVEL I (UNLIMITED)
a. Education LEVEL II
t. Experience Five years of satisfactory contract-
ing performance, with at least two
years contracting in the construction
or facilities support specialty.
c. Training Advanced Contract Administration; and
NAVFAC Executive Institute, levels
I-IV; and Two-Step, Multiyear Pro-
curement; and Defense Acquisition and






PERSONAL QUALIFICATION STANDABDS (PQS)
The personal qualification standards included in this
appendix are suggested for insertion into the Naval
Facilities Engineering Command's Contracting Manual, NflVJAC
P-68, as a new Appendix H. 19
*********************
PERSONAL QUALIFICATION STANDARDS (PQS)
FOR WARRANTS AS A
CONTRACTING OFFICER
IN THE





1 'This PQS appendix is offered as a recommended revision
to the appointment procedures forwarded by Commander, Naval




Name of High School/Equivalency:
City & State:
Graduation Date:













Warrants Previously Held: (attach copies SF 1402/appointment)
Attachment (1) , LEVEL
Attachment (2) , LEVEL
Attachment (3), LEVEL
Attachment (4), LEVEL
Attachment (5) , LEVEL
********* TRAINING *********
(NOTE: all relevant training is to be annotated in the
subsequent PQS pages)
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This is an individualized verification sheet which is to
be used under the Naval Facilities Engineering Command
(NAVFAC) contracting officer warranting procedures. The
contracting officer community in the Government holds unique
authority and responsibility: as an agent of the
Government, they are conferred the authority to obligate the
GovernmeEt to a funding requirement and, therefore, they
must exercise reasonable care, skill, and judgment both in
the use of their owe personal knowledge and in obtaining
outside expertise in order to render objective contracting
decisiocs.
This PQS is used as a method of documenting the basic
qualification requirements set forth in NAVFAC P-68,
Contracting Manual . section 1-402.2 (a). It is incumbent
upon the individual to provide copies of his/her PQS
achievements to his/her geographical Engineering Field
Division as milestones are achieved. Verification of
completed requirements is to be demonstrated by the indi-
vidual to any NAVFAC contracting officer who currently holds
a contracting officer's warrant at or above the LEVEL for
which qualification is sought.
******************** IARRANT LEVELS ********************
(1) LEVEL V {NTE $2,000 construction or $2,500 services).














and .. Construction Contracts course.
Verification signature:
Typed/Printed name:
Warrant ID No. : Date:
or Facilities Support Contracts course,
Verification signature:
Typed/Printed name:






Warrant ID Nc. Date:
(2) IEVEI IV (HTE $10,000).
a. Education ...... Associates degree.
Verification signature:
Typed/Printed name:
Warrant ID Nc. : Date:
or Two years of college-level study,
Verification signature:
Typed/Printed name:
Warrant ID Nc. Date:




Warrant ID No.: Date:
fc. Experience None (see "Education").
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Warrant ID Nc. Date:
(3) LEVEI III {NTE $25,000) .
a. Education LEVEL IV.




Warrant ID Nc. : Date:




Warrant ID No. Date:
or Both of the courses in LEVEL V for




Warrant ID Nc. Date:
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Warrant ID No.: Date:
and Cost Estimation course.
Verification signature:
Typed/Printed name:






Warrant ID Nc. : Date:
<4) IE7E1 II (HTE $500,000).
a. Education College-level specialized training
concluding in a four-year degree in
business administration, law,




Warrant ID No.: Date:
b. Experience Two years of continuous LEVEL III,
satisfactory performance, with at
least one year contracting in the














and Contract Law course.
Verification signature:
Typed/Printed name:




Warrant ID No Date:
and Organizational Systems course.
Verification signature:
Typed/Printed name:
Warrant ID No. Date:
and Cost Accounting (inclusive of Cost
Accounting Standards, CAS) course.
Verification signature:
Typed/Printed name:






Warrant ID No: Date:
(5) 1EVEI I (UNLIHITEE) .
a. Education LEVEL II
t. Experience Five years of satisfactory contract-
ing performance, with at least two












Warrant ID Nc. Date:




Warrant ID Nc. Date:




Warrant ID Nc. Date:


















INTEBVIEJ O.UESTICNAIRE 0TI1IZED - THESIS RESEARCH
(Guideline for Interview)
1. What experience, training and education should a
Contacting Officer for NAVFAC possess prior to
appointment and warrant?
2. What are the "experience" requirements?
3. Hhat is required by law and by regulations/
directives?
I. What is required by other Chief of Naval Material
(NAVMAT) systems commands?
5. What is the requirement by other Department of
Defense agencies (specifically, the Army Corps of
Engineers) and other Federal agencies (NASA, GSA)
?
6. What would be ideal and/or practical for NAVIAC's
"experience" requirements?
7. What are the "training and education" requirements?
8. What is required by current regulations with respect
tc general or core knowledge?
9. What additionally would be required to contract under
NAVFAC authority? (What is NAVFAC's contracting
authority and what are NAVFAC s currently-expressed
training and education guidelines?)
10. Where are training/education courses applicable to
NAVFAC contracting authority presently available?
II. What would be ideal and/or practical "training and
education" for a NAVFAC Contracting Officer?
12. How are qualifications/requirements reviewed,
approved and documented for the individual?
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13. Is a formalized, individual qualification standards
approach feasible (such as Personal Qualification
Standards, or EQS)
?
14. Or is there ac alternative approach?
15. Should the qualification standards lead to a certif-
ication program or licensing requirement prior to
allowing an individual to hold a warrant or authority
to contract?
16. Is a continuing verification requirement necessary
fcr re-qualification as an individual exits and
re-enters a Contracting Officer position? Or is some
form of re-testing necessary?
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